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Comments I strongly object to this application. The proposal is completely unstable for the route down Dunnings
Road into and along West Hoathly Road. This will involve frequent and large vehicles driving
dangerously through a primary school crossing area to the Meads plus passing the entrance to a day
child nursery and a further PreSchool. When there are cars parked on Dunnings Road the traffic
becomes very congested making it very dangerous when crossing the road as the view is very
restricted. The hill on dunnings road also means that heavy vehicles pick up speed very easily as they
head down towards West Hoathly road adding to the danger. This is very concerning for the many
young children that walk this route. I have witnessed a HGV travelling down dunnings road in the past
and having to break suddenly. Sadly due to the weight behind these vehicles and a downhill motion
breaking distance is unpredictable. Therefore a serious accident occurred. I dread to think about all the
commuters and residents safety with an Incase in HGVs. Not only this but also from a pollution point of
view, I would be very concerned about the number of fumes exhibited from the number of extra large
vehicles passing and its effects on everyone especially those that are young where it has been proven
to have a greater effect on their lungs. This proposal completely goes against the safety and well-being
of many residents in the dunnings area. Furthermore, as a resident that will be directly effected I have
already whitenesed the struggle and chaos caused by the occasional bus that passes though. The roads
simply are not wide enough. I also use dunnings road and West Hoathly road to commute to work and
many times have been stuck in traffic caused by either a bus and a large vehicle or two HGVs trying to
pass each other on the narrow road going though West Hoathly road and they can not do it without
slow careful movement causing long delays behind them. I can not start to think about the amount of
problems caused by the proposed amount of lorries using this route each day. For all the reasons
above I strongly object to this proposal.
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